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Abstract
As an emerging field, gas therapy attracts increasing attention because of its distinguishing features in disease
treatment. However, to achieve a therapeutic effect, the concentration of gas should be carefully controlled. Thus, a
suitable and convenient technology is required to monitor the gas concentration in vivo. Besides, the transportation
of gas into human body and in vivo biodistribution of gas also need to be evaluated. Among the technologies
adopted in gas therapy, fluorescence imaging technology is the first choice due to its high specificity, high
sensitivity, and non-invasion. And as the core of fluorescence imaging, the properties of fluorescent dyes directly
determine the quality of imaging. So, it is critical to choose suitable gas probes for different purposes. Here, we
review common gas detection methods, including a brief introduction of fluorescence, the distinctive properties of
five fluorophore cores, and the detection mechanisms of common gas probes. Then, the applications of gas probes
in gas delivery, gas release, and gas therapy are summarized. At last, we discuss the potential of developing further
intelligent gas probes and fluorescence imaging technologies for gas therapy.
Keywords: Gas therapy, fluorescence imaging, bioprobe, gas detection, gas delivery

INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, there are several small gas molecules, including NO (nitric oxide), CO (carbon
monoxide), CO2 (carbon dioxide), H2S (hydrogen sulfide), O2 (oxygen), NO2 (nitrogen dioxide), and H2
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(hydrogen), which can exhibit biological effects in the human body. NO, for example, has been regarded as
a serious air pollutant and poisonous to human health for a long time. But a more comprehensive
understanding of NO was achieved when NO was uncovered to be a signal molecule generated by
endothelial cells in the presence of acetylcholine responsible for the relaxation effect. Along with relaxation
function, NO also regulates cellular processes, such as angiogenesis, immune response, apoptosis, and
synaptic communication. Moreover, NO radical has been proven to be involved in the etiology and
progression of many diseases including various cancers.
In contrast to compounds of structural complexity, gas molecules are easier to obtain and more stable under
physical conditions. In addition, their transport into the human body could be achieved through several
means such as direct inhalation or consumption of gas-rich water. Due to these advantages, the newly
burgeoning field of gas therapy has emerged. Gas therapy has distinct advantages over pharmaceutical
drugs. First, gas molecules are extremely small so that they can easily cross biomembranes and diffuse into
varied subcellular organelles. With these advantages, the gases may be effective in treating clinically many
diseases. Moreover, gas molecules such as hydrogen are much safer biologically and have fewer toxic side
effects than traditional drugs, and multidrug resistance could be overcome to a certain extent when gases
are integrated with drugs.
Only at the right location and proper concentration, therapeutic gases can perform their therapeutic effects
and biological roles. Thus, it is of significant importance to monitor the biodistribution and concentration
of therapeutic gases during treatment. As having been developed for years, imaging systems like CT
(computed tomography) in clinical research could allow us to get the details of attractive targets. However,
in regard to small molecules, particularly for in vivo imaging, fluorescence imaging is frequently the first
choice. With a suitable fluorescent probe, a fluorescence microscope could provide the detailed structure of
an interesting target, and because of non-invasiveness, fluorescence imaging has become one of the most
popular methods to study the dynamic behavior of drugs in live cells and animal models. Recently, nearinfrared (NIR) fluorophores have greatly improved imaging quality in deep-tissue imaging. Combined with
the importance of gas therapy, a big challenge in achieving in vivo gas monitoring is to design appropriate
fluorescent probes. Thus, we here provide a review concentrated on the fluorophores used in gas therapy
involving their fluorescent properties, their mechanisms of turn-on or turn-off when reacting with
therapeutic gases, and their applications in gas therapy.

FLUORESCENT PROBES FOR GAS DETECTION
As illustrated by the Jablonski diagram in Figure 1A, a molecule in the S0 state could absorb certain energy
to jump up to the S1 stage, then returns to the S0 stage by emitting a photon normally. These molecules
could be termed fluorophores, and this phenomenon is fluorescence. The fluorescence was discovered for
the first time in 1845 by Fredrick W. Herschel when a quinine solution was illuminated by a UV light and
blue light was observed. Following this, the growing fluorescence foundation was reported and numerous
fluorophores were discovered or synthesized. Fluorophores typically refer to small organic molecules (20100 atoms) which are most widely used and explored. However, fluorescent proteins such as green
fluorescent protein and fluorescent particles such as quantum dots widen the fluorophore family. But as a
kind of specific probe or sensor, organic fluorophores are often the first choice because of their broad
spectral range, small size, high photostability, and high brightness.
After decades of development, many organic fluorophores with excellent photophysical properties have
been designed and synthesized. These organic fluorescent molecules have not only enriched the family of
fluorescent dyes but also help researchers to solve a wide range of problems. Though the structures of
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Figure 1. Jablonski diagram (A) and several commonly used fluorophore cores (B).

fluorescent molecules vary, the core structure that is responsible for absorbing and emitting light remains
the same. Generally, synthesized organic dyes are based on several basic structures, such as coumarin, 1,8naphthalimide, BODIPY (boron-dipyrromethene), xanthene, pyrene, and cyanine [Figure 1B]. These basic
structures own their distinct advantages. For example, regarding fluorophores based on xanthene, including
fluoresceins and rhodamines, their high photostability and high fluorescence quantum yields make them
suitable for long-duration imaging. And the absorbance and emission wavelength could be adjusted by
modifying their structures to extend their applications. But due to the existence of hydroxyl and amine
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groups, most of them are sensitive to pH. So, environmental acidity must therefore be taken into
consideration when they are used for molecular recognition. But this problem does not exist in most
BODIPY-based probes. In this section, we summarized a variety of gas probes based on different
fluorophore cores including their structural characteristics [Figure 2], photophysical properties [Table 1],
and gas detection mechanisms.
Coumarin-based gas probes

Coumarin compounds are a class of important heterocyclic chemicals that widely exist in nature, and the
coumarin core itself owns excellent optical properties. Moreover, the introduction of an electron acceptor
group in the 3/4 position and an electron donor group in the 6/7 position could form a pull-push electron
system, leading to an increase of fluorescence quantum yield. And this pull-push electron system could be
further modified to control fluorescence behaviors. Taking advantage of easy modification, high
fluorescence quantum yield, large Stokes’ shift, good stability, and high cell penetration ability, coumarin
derivatives are utilized for ion and small molecule detection. And in the field of gas molecule recognition,
coumarin-based probes are typically used for intracellular detection of H2S and SO2.
The coumarin core structure is rigid and stable, and hard to be chemically attacked. But a π-conjunction
system with expanding modification could not only change its photophysical properties but also give rise to
chemical reactivity. For instance, inspired by salicylaldehyde, the aldehyde group on coumarin was found to
be reactive[1-3], and this structure could be used for SO2 detection. Another way to endow coumarin with gas
detection performance is also to introduce unsaturated bonds[4-7]. The conjugated system would be broken if
these bonds reacted with analytes, and the fluorescence signal changed consequently [Figure 3A].
Coumarin-based fluorescent probes are also useful for sensing H2S. Hatai et al.[8] prepared coumarin-based
spherical nanoparticles, in which the fluorescence was quenched by Pd2+. And after reacting with H2S, the
polymer decomposed and fluorescence recovered. Another strategy used for detecting H2S is the reducing
reaction of NO2 into NH2[2]. Once the reaction was triggered by H2S, coumarin analogues would shed high
fluorescence because of the distinction of electronegativity between azido and amino groups.
After a credible method for gas detection was established, fluorescent probes began to be used for varied
purposes in gas therapy. Shen et al.[9] designed and synthesized a kind of glutathione (GSH)-responsive
polymer prodrug of SO2. To investigate intracellular release of SO2 triggered by thiol, DEACA was adopted
as a fluorescent probe, and after reacting with released SO2, fluorescence intensity of the probe increased by
three folds [Figure 4A]. Li et al.[10] also used DEACA to study the photo-induced release of SO2 from NIRsensitive nanoparticles. By comparing the fluorescence change at 483 nm of different samples, they proved
that SO2 was controllably produced by applying 980 nm laser stimuli.
BODIPY-based gas probes

BODIPY dyes are a widely used fluorophore family because their core is highly tolerant to substitutions for
varied applications, and a small addition to the core structure could cause a change in fluorescence
properties. In addition to this advantage, BODIPY-based fluorophores generally have a high molar
extinction coefficient and high fluorescence quantum yield, and these properties are solvent-independent.
Otherwise, the small FWHM (full width at half maximum) of emission spectra benefits them in the
collection of fluorescence signals to avoid the interruption of other fluorescent materials. Moreover,
BODIPY-based fluorophores commonly have high photostability, making them suitable for long-time
observation applications. Owing to these excellent properties, BODIPY-based fluorophores have been
widely utilized in various fields.
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Table 1. Probes for gas detection and its basic photophysical properties

Probe

Excitation (nm)

Detection (nm)

Gas

Ref.

Naphthalene

282

336

CO2

[38]

Pyrene

341

380

CO2

[38]

Coumarin-Pd

310

390

H2S

[8]

Courmarin-H2S-1

400

450

SO2

[1]

Courmarin-H2S-2

390

483

H2S

[2]

DAF

490

500

NO

[25]

DAMBOs

490

507

NO

[16]

COP-1

475

507

CO

[11]

SFP-2

465

510

H2S

[18]

HPTS

470

515

CO2

[39]

Fluoresceins-H2S-2

455

517

H2S

[23]

Diaminofluoresceins

490

520

NO

[24]

Fluoresceins-H2S-1

465

520

H2S

[30]

FL-CO-1

490

520

CO

[31]

BODIPY-N3

495

520

H2S

[17]

BODIPY-cobaloxime

490

520

H2S

[14]

Ozone probe-1

497

523

O3

[28]

Coumarin-NIR-1

466

523

SO2

[5]

FL-CO-New

490

527

CO

[32]

Lyso-NINO

440

530

NO

[37]

HSN

435

540

H2S

[36]

Bis-pyrene

500

550

CO2

[40]

Rhodamine-NO-2

540

570

NO

[22]

DARs

540

570

NO

[27]

Resorufin Levulinate-1

~487

588

H2S

[29]

Rhodamine-NO-1

570

616

NO

[26]

HS-CY

510 and 700

625(510)/780(700)

H2S

[33]

BODIPY-Le

538

647/570

H2S

[15]

Coumarin-NIR-2

580

663

SO2

[5]

Cy-N3

625

750 /710

H2S

[34]

BF2 chelate

610

913

CO2

[19]

As the structure illustrates, BODIPY fluorophores own up to seven sites to modify. As a result, their
fluorescence could be quenched by several methods. So, different gas detection strategies have been
designed based on the cleavage of quenching fraction. For example, as known to all, heavy metals could
efficiently quench fluorescence. So, a palladium-mediated carbonylation reactivity-based CO probe
(COP-1) was reported by Michel[11]. The fluorophore of the probe was based on BODIPY whose
fluorescence was quenched by the Pd atom via heavy-atom electronic effect. Upon reacting with CO, Pd was
released and its fluorescence recovered [Figure 3D]. Using this method, the as-prepared probe could
selectively react with CO over a variety of reactive nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur species and can be used to
image CO in living cells[12,13]. A similar strategy was also used for the detection of H2S in the presence of
CO[14]. Others quenching methods involves levulinate[15] and aromatic diamine[16] which are easily and
selectively reacted with sulfite[15] and NO[16], respectively.
Besides the quenching moiety, the photophysical property of fluorophore could also be regulated by other
methods. In some cases, reaction or environment change could interrupt the photo-induced electron
transfer or the intramolecular electron transfer[17]. For example, when the adjacent hydrogen atoms in an
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Figure 2. Typical fluorescent probes for detection of varied gas molecules.

aromatic structure are replaced by aldehyde and α, β-unsaturated moiety, the CHO group is ready to react
with free sulfide and the formed intermediate could further react with the unsaturated bond by the Michael
addition to generate a thioacetal. Based on the tandem reaction, a BODIPY-based H2S probe was
synthesized by Qian et al.[18] and used to monitor enzymatic H2S biogenesis and image-free sulphide in
living cells.
It is common sense that the environmental pH value should be taken into consideration in probe design
because photophysical properties are easily influenced by the pH change, especially when the probes
contain pH-sensitive groups. But on the other hand, these kind of probes could be utilized since the
dissolving process of CO2 is usually accompanied by pH change. Based on this strategy, Schuttting et al.[19]
synthesized a set of BODIPY-based NIR molecules with hydroxyl groups for CO2 detection.
Xanthene-based gas probes

Xanthene fluorescent dyes are mainly divided into two types according to the substituents on the 3 and 6
sites, which were substituted by amino and hydroxyl compounds for construction of rhodamine[20] and
fluoresceins[21], respectively. With similar structures, the two types shared the similar features such as good
photo-resistance, high absorption coefficient, high fluorescence quantum yield, and relatively long emission
wavelength. But due to the distinctive properties of nitrogen and oxygen atoms, rhodamine commonly
owns higher emission intensity and more modification sites than fluoresceins. However, compared to
rhodamine, fluorescein derivatives always are more water-soluble.
There are three typical principles for designing fluorescent probes based on rhodamine and fluorescein.
First, it should be noticed that carboxylic and hydroxyl groups in the structure could react with the double
bond to yield spirocyclic derivatives. As a result, the fluorescence turns off once the conjunction system of
xanthene was broken [Figure 3C]. Based on this strategy, a NO fluorescent probe was designed and
synthesized by Zheng et al.[22]; Rhodamine NO-2 consisted of two parts, rhodamine B spirolactam and ophenylenediamine. The spiro ring of rhodamine would open while amino group was diazotized and then
the intermediates hydrolyzed into rhodamine B and benzotriazole with fluorescence enhancement. Using a
similar strategy, another fluorescent probe based on fluorescein (Fluorescein-H2S-2) was reported by
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Figure 3. Typical gas probes and their detection mechanisms. (A) Coumarin-based probe for SO2 detection; (B) NDI-based probe for NO
detection; (C) Rhodamine-based probe for H2S detection; (D) BODIPY-based probe for CO detection; (E) Fluorescein-based probe for
NO detection; (F) Methylene blue-based probe for H2 detection; (G) Cy7-based probe for H2S detection.

Zheng et al.[23].
Apart from the ring-opening and closing principle, another design concept is based on the introduction of a
new recognition moiety [Figure 3E]. As early as 1998, Kojima et al.[24] reported the fluorescein-based NO
probes whose NO detection was based on the reaction between NO and vicinal diamines. They introduced
an aromatic structure containing two amine groups to the meso position of fluorescein. After the formation
of a triazole with NO, fluorescence quantum efficiency increased by more than 100 times. Later, this
diamines approach was further used in designing varied NO detection probes based on xanthene[25-27].
Another major design concept is based on the protection of hydroxyl group. Garner et al.[28] reported a
fluorescent ozone probe based on fluorescein using butenyl as a protection group. The terminal olefin of the
probe could react with O3 via cycloaddition, and the intermediate then decomposed to give an aldehyde
which further underwent a β-elimination reaction. At last, the deprotected fluorescent species were formed
with the production of acrylaldehyde. Compared to previously reported probes, the selectivity of the
xanthene-based ozone probe is much better, and the product is fluorescent so the reaction is visualized
easily. Levulinate, as mentioned above, is another protection moiety and readily reacted with H2S. Following
a similar concept, other fluorescent probes based on xanthene were built for the detection of H2S[29,30] and
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Figure 4. Applications of probes in gas therapy: (A) coumarin-based probe (DEACA) for SO2 detection[9]; (B) QM-2 for imaging drug
distribution and accumulation in vivo[49]; (C) DCFH-DA for ROS evaluation in hydron therapy[45]; (D) DAF-FM DA for NO detection[59];
(E) Cy7 for imaging drug distribution and accumulation in vivo[48].

CO[31,32].
Cyanine-based gas probes

With increasing requirements of fluorescence imaging, common fluorophores that emit photons in the
ultraviolet/blue spectral range window are not suitable for deep tissue imaging. Thus, the fluorophores
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which could emit fluorescence in the NIR window are more attractive. Though common fluorophores could
be modified to expand their conjunction system, their synthesis is complicated and the products are fragile.
Cyanine, a commonly used fluorophore, could be relatively easily prepared. The photophysical properties
rely on its methene group number, and thus the emission wavelength could be effortlessly tuned to NIR,
which makes cyanine dyes suitable for bioimaging and protein-labeling.
Wang et al.[33] reported a tandem nucleophilic addition/cyclization reaction-based H2S detection probe, HSCy [Figure 3G]. Heptamethine dyes and 2-carboxybenzaldehyde were chosen as cyanine core and H2S
detection units, respectively. Because only hydroxy-cyanine underwent tautomerism and stayed in the
ketone form under a physiological pH value of 7.4, an ester bond rather than a more common ether bond
was chosen as a linker. As a result, in the presence of analyte, H2S attacked aldehyde firstly, then the formed
sulfhydryl group attacked the ester linkage, and at last, hydroxyl cyanine which was produced by the
cleavage of ester link was transferred into its keto form. Compared to the reactant, the emission intensity of
the product at 780 nm excited at 700 nm decreased, while the emission intensity at 625 nm excited at 510
nm increased. And these ratiometric signal changes were adopted to monitor the endogenously generated
H2S in human A549 cells.
Another H2S detection probe based on cyanine was reported by Yu et al.[34]. Different from Wang et al.[33]’s
strategy, an internal charge transfer modulating method was adopted for probe designing. It is widely
known that functional groups with different electron-donating abilities adjacent to fluorophore would result
in internal charge transfer-induced blue or red shifts of its fluorescence spectrum. Thus, N3 as an electronwithdrawing moiety was attached to the meso position of cyanine. In the presence of H2S, the azido group
would be reduced to an electron-donating NH2. As a consequence, a colorimetric and ratiometric
fluorescent probe was achieved and was available for intracellular H2S detection.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons-based gas probes

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a class of compounds composed of multiple aromatic rings.
Owing to their special structure, PAHs are usually very stable, which allowed them to become the most
widespread organic contaminants in the aquatic environment[35]. But as to fluorescent probes, their high
photostability, chemical resistance, and intrinsic fluorescence properties in the ultraviolet/blue spectral
range turn their candidatures.
Naphthalene, the simplest PAH, is not suitable to be used for constructing fluorescent probes because of its
short emission wavelength. Another obstacle against its further bioimaging application is its poor solubility.
It is very hard to overcome these shortcomings by direct modification of the core structure of naphthalene,
but one of its derivatives can solve those problems. The substitution product of naphthalic anhydride gives
to the naphthalimide which absorbs and emits light in the visible range. Moreover, photophysical properties
and solubility could be further tuned by modification with different functional groups. Thus, compared to
naked naphthalene, naphthalimide is more suitable for fluorescent probe construction[36]. Yu et al.[37]
designed and synthesized a naphthalimide-based NO probe. Similar to the previously mentioned NO
detection method, an aromatic diamine moiety was directly linked to the fluorophore and a lysosome
targeting moiety was further attached to another site [Figure 3B]. After reaction with NO, the photoinduced electron transfer between aromatic diamine and naphthalene was interrupted, resulting in obvious
fluorescence enhancement. With this molecule, NO within lysosomes of macrophage cells was captured and
detected fluorescently.
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Other PAHs such as fluorene, anthracene, pyrene, and perylene can also be designed for fluorescent
probes[38-40]. But with the amount of aromatic cycle increased, the aqueous solubility of probes decreased
heavily and the π-π stacking between them increased, leading to fluorescence quenching. However, the
excimer formed during the π-π stacking is another strategy for probe design, but there is no relative report
as far.

APPLICATIONS OF GAS PROBES IN GAS THERAPY
As discussed above, the therapeutic gases may turn to be toxic, hazardous, or poisonous at a relatively high
concentration. Thus, it is meaningful and necessary to monitor gas concentration during therapy. On the
other hand, though traditional gas administration methods including direct gas inhalation or drinking gasrich water are widely accepted, the potential risk induced by overdose should be carefully considered.
Moreover, it is hard to precisely control the penetration and distribution of gases by these approaches. To
overcome these problems, numerous nanomedicines have been developed for gas delivery. Compared to
traditional gas delivery methods, nanomedicines are more intelligent with augmenting cancer therapy
effects and lowering side effects. However, nanomedicine is an indirect gas supplying method. So gas
therapy based on nanomedicines would typically go through three processes: nanomedicine delivery, gas
release, and therapy. It is not complicated to design a nanomedicine with gas delivery ability, but how to
optimize the delivery efficiency, release efficiency, and therapeutic effect requires much more endeavor.
Fluorescent probes could participate in the whole gas therapy process and visualize the nanomedicine
transportation, distribution, and enrichment. Moreover, with certain sensors, the gas releasing process and
efficiency and even therapy effects could also be visualized by fluorescent imaging. Thus, in this section, the
applications of fluorescent probes in the gas therapy field [Table 2] will be discussed.
Gas probes for gas delivery evaluation

Gas delivery is the first and most important step for gas therapy. Without a carefully designed carrier,
therapeutic gas molecules could not be efficiently delivered to the targeting tissue and possibly caused toxic
side effects. By encapsulating fluorophores or taking fluorescent molecules as a building block for
constructing the gas-releasing nanomedicine, fluorescence imaging could be used to monitor the
transportation of gases. As illustrated and synthesized by Meng et al.[41], the delivery process of
nanomedicine may undergo three stages: tumor, cell, and organelle. During the first stage, nanomedicines
injected into the mice would stay in the blood for a while and then be enriched in different organisms
depending on their structure[41]. In this research, the carrier MSN (mesoporous silica nanoparticle) was
labeled with RITC which is a commonly used fluorescence dye with a stable structure and good water
solubility. And another fluorescent molecule QL was attached onto FeCO-TPP to distinguish the different
delivery behaviors. With the help of fluorescence imaging, they found that the FeCO-TPP@MSN@HA
nanomedicine could be efficiently accumulated into the tumor by the EPR effect. But the emission
maximum of RITC is around 600 nm which is not sufficient for deep tissue imaging. The same problem also
exists in the case of TPyP[42], DOX[43], and Cy5[44]. To circumvent this problem, NIR fluorophores such as
Cy5.5[45,46], DPP[47], Cy7[48] [Figure 4E], and QM-2[49] [Figure 4B] are preferred to perform the in vivo delivery
visualization.
After accumulation in the tumor site, the next important step is cell uptake. Generally, materials transported
in and out of cells could be divided into two ways which are passive and active cell transport. In most cases
of nanomedicine delivery, the size of carrier is too large to go through the plasma membrane passively.
Thus, they can only cross the plasma membrane with a different sort of help, called vesicle transport. This
process requires extra energy so not all nanoparticles could go into cells and cellular uptake efficiency is
varied in different materials. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the cell uptake efficiency before its
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Table 2. Probes used in gas therapy

Application
Gas delivery evaluation

In vitro

In vivo

Gas release evaluation

Solution

Usage

Ref.

RITC

Cell uptakes

[50-52]

FITC

Cell uptakes

[44,45,53]

Cy7

Cell uptakes

[13]

UCNPs

Cell uptakes

[10]

UCNPs

Intracellular delivery

[10]

DOX

Cell uptakes

[9,56]

RITC

Intracellular delivery

[41]

QM-2

Cell uptakes

[49]

Nile Blue

Cell uptakes

[55]

Cy3

Cell uptakes

[54]

NDI

Intracellular delivery

[57]

Itself

Intracellular delivery

[70]

Cy7

Accumulation

[48]

Ru-Complex

Accumulation

[60]

Cy7

Biodistribution

[48,54]

Tpyp

Biodistribution

[42]

DPP

Accumulation

[47]

RITC

Accumulation

[41]

QM-2

Biodistribution

[49]

RITC

Biodistribution

[51]

DOX

Biodistribution

[43]

Cy5

Biodistribution

[44]

Cy5.5

Biodistribution

[45,46]

DEACA

SO2 release

[9,10,48]

Hemoglobin

CO release

[13,46,51,55,72-74]

MB

H2 release

[42]

Griess reagent

NO release

[43,49,53,56,59,64,65,70]

DAF-FM DA

NO release

[47]

COP-1

CO release

[13,41,51,72,73]

DAF-DA

NO release

[43]

Fl-CO-1

CO release

[46]

MB

H2 release

[52]

DEACA

SO2 release

[9]

DAF-FM DA

NO release

[47,49,56,57,59-63]

RhBS

NO release

[64-66]

Fish

DAF-FM DA

NO release

[59]

Cell

DCFH-DA

ROS

[9,10,13,45-48,52,53,57,59,68]

H&E

Cell apoptosis

[10,45,48,53,56,57,59,60,63,70,71]

L-012

Inflammation

[45,67]

HPF

·OH

[75]

Methylene blue

·OH

[59]

MitoTracker Red

Mitochondrial damage

[50]

L-012

ROS

[45]

DHE

ROS

[13]

Cell

Gas therapy evaluation

Probe

Mice

application in therapy. Because this assessment could be done at the cellular level, common fluorophores
such as RITC[50-52], FITC[44,45,53], Cy3[54], Cy 7[13], QM-2[49], Nile blue[55], and even DOX[9,56] could be competent.
But these fluorophores usually do not contribute to gas delivery and adding these indicators to the platform
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is time costly. A more convenient way to achieve the same performance is that the materials used for
construction are of fluorescence themselves. Li et al.[10] built a NIR-triggered SO2-releasing nanoparticle with
a UNCP core consisted of NaYF4 and TIM/Yb. The UNCP could not only convert NIR light to UV light to
trigger SO2 release but its green fluorescence can also be used for cellular uptake monitoring.
In fact, for the majority of gas delivery systems, it is sufficient to ship prodrugs to the tumor site. Because
after gas release, gas molecules could diffuse into cells to play their therapeutic roles. Though this diffusion
method is more efficient for membrane crossing, a considerable part of therapeutic gas is wasted since its
diffusion is aimless. More importantly, the organelle-targeted gas delivery will undoubtedly have a better
therapeutic effect and minimal side effects. And the commonly used method to determine which organelle
is targeted is based on fluorescence microscopy technology called colocalization. The colocalization is
carried out at the cellular level so the choice of fluorophores is simple. Only one rule should be taken into
consideration and that is that the fluorophore chosen should have a separate emission wavelength from the
commercial targeting probes. For example, the relationship between lysosomal dysfunction and
programmed cell death has been evidenced. To enhance the therapeutic effect of NO gas, a lysosometargeted prodrug was developed by Xiang et al.[57]. To improve its targeting performance, folic acid was
chosen to guide the nanomedicine to cancer cells and the morpholine moiety in the structure could further
lead prodrugs targeting lysosome after entering cells. Moreover, due to the naphthalimide moiety in the
structure, the nanoplatform exhibited a fluorescence emission, which was taken for tracing the delivery
process. By comparison with the blue fluorescence of Lyso-Ru-NO@FA@C-TiO2 and the red fluorescence
of commercial lyso-tracer, nanoparticles were confirmed to be transported to the lysosome in a targeted
way.
Gas probes for gas release evaluation

The first step to realize gas therapy by nanomedicines is to transport them into the tumor site, but the core
concept of this system is to release therapeutic gases. Moreover, it is critical to ensure the concentration of
medical gas stays in a safety window, and gas releasing rates should also be taken into consideration.
Releasing too fast would increase the concentration in a relatively short time and the therapeutic effect is
possibly not sustainable. Thus, it is of significant meaning to value the releasing behaviors before clinic
application.
As discussed in Section 2, chemists have developed a large number of optical probes for gas detection with
different mechanisms. A part of them have been used to assess the gas releasing performance in gas therapy.
For example, the feasibility of gas therapy research should be assessed at the beginning, and most of them
are done in solution. Thus, it is very convenient to obtain the rate, amount and conditions of gas release.
Hydrogen gas, for example, is very stable in physical conditions and can be hardly trapped by other
molecules in a normal situation. So in gas therapy research related to hydrogen[42], the methylene blue (MB)
method[58] was adopted to measure hydrogen gas produced by nanomedicines [Figure 3F]. Due to the inert
property of H2, the blue color of MB can be quickly reduced in the presence of Pt as a catalyst. Since the
reaction ratio of MB to H2 is 1:1 and the concentration of MB is proportional to its UV absorbance value,
the H2 releasing properties in different conditions were quantitively obtained and it was found that the
developed MBN (magnesium boride nanosheet) nanomedicine was stable in physical condition but rapidly
release H2 in an acid solution which was preferred in gastric cancer. Other gas detection methods based on
UV spectrometers include the use of hemoglobin for detecting CO gas due to its high affinity towards CO,
and sulfanilamide - N-1-napthylethylenediamine dihydrochloride based Griess reagent for NO detection.
The reaction between Griess reagent and NO-derived nitrosating agent contained two steps: first,
sulfanilamide reacted with NO oxidation product to give a diazonium ion, and then a chromophoric azo
compound was formed by the coupling reaction between diazonium ion and N-(1-
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napthyl)ethylenediamine.
Though detection methods based on UV spectrometer are reliable, the sensitivity of UV is far inferior to
that of fluorescence. Thus, fluorescent probes for gases and fluorescent detection technologies based on
them are more applicable in gas therapy. As mentioned above, the coumarin-based fluorescent probe
DEACA is sensitive to SO2 so it has been widely used to detect SO2 in related researches[9,10,48]. These
phenomena could also be observed in other fluorescent probes. Both COP-1 and Fl-CO-1 are designed for
the detection of CO. Compared to Fl-CO-1, the emission wavelength of COP-1 is shorter, but COP-1 can
accomplish the whole detection without additional materials like PdCl2 which was used in the case of FlCO-1. Also, DAF-FM DA[49,47,56,57,59-63] [Figure 4D], DAF-DA[43] and RhBS[64-66] are used for NO detection, and
the difference between them is similar to that between fluorescein and rhodamine. It is reasonable to choose
any one of them for gas detection. With diacetate moiety, DAF-FM DA and DAF-DA own better cell
penetration ability so it is more widely used[59] at the cell level. However, owing to having two fluorine atoms
in the structure, DAF-FM DA is more photostable and sensitive compared to DAF-DA.
Gas probes for gas therapy evaluation

Successful gas delivery and release do not equal to effective treatment. The gas-induced therapeutic effect
may go through three stages: first, gases released in cells could affect the regular metabolism such as ROS
generation and ·OH elimination, later, the broken balance may further influence normal functions of
organelles, and last leads to the cell apoptosis. These different stages could be determined by suitable
fluorescent probes in varied gas therapy researches.
As known to all, because of high reactivity, ROS is widely regarded as an etiologic factor for diseases like
inflammation, and the scavenging of ROS may reduce cell damage. Thus, gas therapy based on this concept
needs to evaluate the ROS level to judge its therapeutic effect. In the research related to hydrogen gas
therapy[67], a fluorescein-based probe DCF-DA/DCFH-DA was used to quantify ROS level. This probe is
non-fluorescent and could penetrate the cell membrane easily. After uptake by cells, the diacetates were
hydrolyzed to give DCFH. With high oxidizing ability, ROS in cells would oxidize DCFH to DCF which
could be monitored by fluorescence technique. By this probe, the ROS level peak was determined at 6 h, and
based on this value, the proper pre-treated cells were used for the later experiment. Due to its excellent
performance, DCHF-DA has been widely used for ROS evaluation at the cellular level[9,10,13,45-48,52,53,57,59,68]
[Figure 4C]. But there are also some concerns that detection procedure could be influenced by pH value,
reagent concentration, and extraction methods significantly[69]. Moreover, the photo-reduced production of
DCF is a semiquinone radical which in turn can produce ROS. This ROS-generating behavior may destroy
the treatment. Thus, a luminol-based fluorescent probe, L-012, was developed and utilized in ROS detection
at the animal level. In a recent research[45], L-012 was injected into tumor and intratumoral ROS level during
therapy was visualized by IVIS. By comparing with the control group, ROS level was significantly reduced in
the presence of hydrogen gas, meaning that hydrogen gas could improve photothermal therapy and restrain
the relapse of distant dormant tumors.
In some cases, gas molecules would directly target organelles and regulate their biological functions. So, to
evaluate the therapeutic effects of gas molecules, a special targeting fluorescent probe is required. For
example, hydrogen gas is regarded to target the mitochondria, and the regulation influence varies from
normal and cancer cells. To investigate the selective anti-cancer mechanism, the commercial mitochondria
targeting probe, MitoTracker Red CMXRos, was used to value the mitochondria damage. MitoTracker Red
CMXRos is a rhodamine-based fluorophore that could attach mitochondria by membrane potential. So, if
the mitochondria are damaged or dysfunctional, the interaction between them and probes is weakened,
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leading to a less accumulation of fluorescent probes. Based on this principle, the different impact of
hydrogen gas on mitochondria was illustrated.
In the third stage of therapy, cancer cells should be killed by gas molecules directly or indirectly, and this
effect could be easily evaluated by a proven solution called Annexin V Apoptosis Assay. The Annexin V
Apoptosis Assay commonly containing two fluorophores which are Annexin V conjugated FITC and
propidium iodide. In normal cells, the phosphatidylserine is located in the inner side of the membrane and
upon apoptosis, the structure of phospholipids is disrupted, making the phosphatidylserine exposed to
Annexin V which owns a high affinity to phosphatidylserine. Thus, by Annexin V Apoptosis Assay, dead
and normal cells could be easily separated by different colors using fluorescence techniques. And in gas
therapy, therapeutic gas molecules induced cell death, or its enhancement effect on other therapies such as
chemotherapy and radiotherapy could be easily visualized[10,45,48,53,56,57,59,60,63,70,71].

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this review, the use of fluorescent probes in the detection of therapeutic gases and their applications in
gas therapy were summarized and discussed. Special attention was given to the gas detection mechanisms,
and indicators based on these mechanisms for gas delivery, release, and assessment of therapeutic effects.
Several Vis/NIR probes have been designed to monitor H2S concentration in solution and cells. However,
these probes are rarely applied in vivo especially in the field of gas therapy. It is a great challenge to
overcome the penetration and autofluorescence problems when using fluorescent probes. And at this point,
photoacoustic probes may be a better choice. As for other gases, numerous fluorophores ranging from Vis
to NIR have been developed. And some of them such as COP-1 for CO, DAF-FM DA for NO, and MB for
H2 have even become commercial.
However, in comparison with the history of fluorescence, gas therapy is just like a newborn baby. As time
goes by, fluorophores and their related technologies have become a universal tool for various basic research
and clinical applications. But advanced fluorescent imaging technologies such as three-dimensional imaging
and super-resolution imaging have seldom been used for gas therapy.
Many problems are awaiting a solution in the gas therapy field, such as how gases penetrate biomembranes,
what their rates are, and what the target molecule/protein of gases are. For these problems, fluorophorebased fluorescence imaging would be a powerful tool to help researchers to solve the problem or assist them
in improving the therapeutic effect of gases. As mentioned above, the distribution of nanomedicine could be
visualized by IVIS imaging, so with these probes, tumor size could be calculated by three-dimensional
imaging. Compared to the rough calculation of tumor volume, using imaging technology is undoubtedly
more accurate and straightforward. But the long-time scanning requires extra stability of probe and its
resistance to the complicated cellular environment.
On the other hand, the interaction between gas and protein is usually beyond the imaging capacity of
normal confocal fluorescence microscopy. But super-resolution microscopy (SRM) including near-field
optical random mapping microscopy, structured illumination microscopy, stimulated emission depletion,
and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy could offer living imaging with higher resolution at the
sub-cellular level. With these technologies, researchers could probably observe the targeting site of gases and
analyze the interaction processes. However, it is difficult to develop fluorophores suitable for SRM, and
adding gas detection function to fluorophores requires more complicated design.
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Therefore, given the desirable properties of fluorophores and the continued development of imaging
technologies, the development of related gas probes is of great importance for improvement of gas therapy
as well as for better understanding of the roles of gases in living systems.
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